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I believe in love Music For All I Believe In Love *Lyrics *Music By: SONY SIRIUS 2007.Jackie's Place
Jackie's Place is a live performance venue and bar in Jost Van Dyke. It is named after its co-owner
Jackie Greenberg, the former host of Car Talk on the radio station WBZ-FM. It is currently the only
place on Jost Van Dyke to have a liquor license. History Jackie's Place opened in 1986 as the open-air
bar Baha'i (named after the founder of the religion). It was a popular gathering spot for the Baha'i
community, with over 300 members in attendance on New Year's Eve 1988. After the Baha'i temple
closed in 1989, the bar was renamed "The Hole in the Wall". The late 1990s saw it renamed "Jackie's
Place". It quickly became a place to be seen by locals and out of towners alike. In 2003 the bar was
extensively renovated and expanded. A new bar and lounge area was added, which is popular with
tourists. Artistic Collaborations The Jackie's Place kitchen and staff frequently work with local artists
and vendors to host art shows. Taste of Jost The Taste of Jost events brings over 20 of the best
vendors on the island. It is held in mid-August each year. References External links Category:1986
establishments in the United States Category:Jost Van Dyke Category:Buildings and structures in the
United States Virgin Islands Category:Music venues in the United States Virgin IslandsIn his column
"In Defense of the Young," the writer and public intellectual Peter Thiel explains why he supports
Donald Trump and why he argues that Hillary Clinton is a "self-hating" liberal. He continues: We
were raised in an era when the most accomplished and successful men in politics and business --
men like my father and my friends -- were admired for their qualities of toughness and
independence, not their achievements in trade or their public displays of philanthropy. And then
Hillary Clinton became a two-term Democratic president who relied on the government to raise
wages, create jobs and raise our kids. In a way, the more Hillary becomes part of the progressive
agenda, the more she has to remind voters of her own progressive agenda. Thiel has a point. The
Clinton campaign is effectively highlighting her policy differences with
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